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The pothole-riddled pitch roads paired with dusty gravel roads are ubiquitous in Kathmandu.
The World Bank Report has the answers for the derelict roads in Nepal - fraud, corruption, and
collusion in road sectors which occur in the process of designing, tendering, and managing
constructions. There are cases of connivance among firms bidding on road projects (bid rigging)
and then frauds and corruption in the execution of the resulting contracts.

It is the consulting engineer who is supposed to make sure the road is built according to the
specifications using quality materials to meet the standard. Sadly, the engineers themselves
have miscarried to spot fraud and corruption in the execution of the project. Engineers
themselves participate in fraudulent opprobrium activities, such as certifying invoices for
charges not covered by contract, ignoring frauds with the incentives, and getting commission
from the inflated invoices for shoddy materials.

Corruption is a universal problem which is going to linger quite a while with the slow evolution of
our brain (conscience). The only difference is the extent among developed and developing
countries. How much percent of money actually goes to real development works? How much
commission your conscience; actually your morals influenced/pressed by others let you accept?

The links of corrupt politicians and government officials have been so firm with rampant
cronyism and nepotism in Nepal that tendering process has been turned into a profitable
business. The disqualified are given berth based solely on the recommendations from
politicians and high-ranked officials. The paved two-lane roads in Nepal have become rough
one-way lane roads in atypically short time with the use of chintzy materials and the lack of road
upkeep. The patching of potholes are also a far cry.

The skeleton transportation in other landscapes, excluding Kathmandu, Pokhara, and Mount
Everest area, is the network of footpaths interlacing the mountain terrains and valleys. Most
highways string along the river systems. I was surprised to witness the derelict state of the
famous Prithivi Highway to tourist city, Pokhara, markedly at the sector stretched east of
Pokhara. The highway was perforated with numerous potholes which caused our vehicle buck
and shake during couple hours of maneuver which should not have taken more than 30 minutes
of drive; the stark disposition of off the chart corruptions in Nepal. Astonishingly, we needed to
pay for the toll though. Everybody knows where that money goes to.

The hilly sections of highways in Nepal are comprised of fusillades as a result of profuse
deforestations. The traffic snarls are quite common that frequently choke the busy highways,
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usually, during rainy seasons. In such treacherous rambling routes, vehicles going off the road
into rivers is also not uncommon; very few people have been pulled alive combing through the
debris of banged up vehicles.

There is no concept of right of pedestrians. So, crossing the road is a nightmare in the capital
city. Red lights and zebra crossings can never be relied on. Though there are few overpasses
and underpasses, unfortunately, the underpasses are reeking of urine and faeces in the
absence of adequate public restrooms. Surprisingly, the wanderers also prefer not to use them
as if they are in a rush.

The pliant laws have been misused resulting in the runaway corruptions. The lawmakers and
politicians aside, police, entrusted for safeguarding the laws, can be effortlessly bribed. In my
2011 Nepal visit, I witnessed a shit-faced driver in dashing breakneck speed. He was condign
for DUI citation but was released immediately by a police after accepting Rs. 2000. The license
granting officer can bend the rules for Rs. 5000. Worse, I had a distant cousin who was in the
United States when she was granted a Nepali driving license; she did not even know how to
drive at that time. Ask yourself among you; you will find many having driving licenses without
passing the driving tests.

So, the seeds of chaos are sown in Nepali soil which needs to be stultified to curb unexpected
twist and turn and staunch its pervasiveness. You can easily imagine the outlook of the country
run by unethical and immoral politicians assuming the portfolios of ministers. Politicians, officials
of upper echelons, and their kith and kin are untouchables. You cannot help cringing to drive in
Kathmandu where the traffic violators are left unpunished.

The traffic congestion in the capital city Kathmandu is becoming unmanageable with the influx
of Nepalis in search for opportunity. All facilities - good schools, big hospitals, and lucrative jobs
are concentrated in the capital. The overall growth rate, however, is low due to outflux of
migrant workers. According to Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), 2011, Kathmandu district
recorded the highest population growth rate in a decade with 60.93 percent and a population
density of 4408/sq km. The number of public vehicles has been mushrooming to meet the
alarming demand whereas the construction of roads is almost stagnant. The recent trend in
owning the vehicle, especially to show off, has aggravated capital’s traffic. The skyrocketing
price of inherited land has made cars affordable to even middle class families who could have
never dreamt of possessing them through their salaried earnings.

Almost all intersections are devoid of traffic lights and stop signs in Nepal. Thankfully, the
slower vehicular movements in the capital have prevented many fatal accidents though minor
hit and runs and fender benders are very common. The drunk drivers, frustrated with capital’s
traffic, do not think twice to speed in single lane pothole-riddled snaked highways carrying
comparatively sparse traffic, and frequently get plunged into the rivers along with passengers.

Traffic education, safety signs (backed-up by solar powered batteries in case of prolonged load
shedding), widening and maintaining of roads, and incentives to use public transportation can
fall very short of managing current capital’s traffic. The only alternatives that are in the offing are
the development of pre-planned and well managed second and third capital cities to distribute
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the population. For example, Sindhuli that has recently been the connection center after the
construction of Banepa-Sindhuli-Bardibas highway, can be the good candidate for exemplary
second capital of Nepal.

(Gajurel, a Ph.D. in computer engineering from Case Western Reserve University, USA,
works as Computational Scientist at the same university. Email:
sanjaya.gajurel@gmail.com)

(Editor’s Note: Nepalis, wherever they live, as well as friends of Nepal around the globe
are requested to contribute their views/opinions/recollections etc. on issues concerning
present day Nepal to the Guest Column of Nepalnews. Length of the article should not be
more than 1,000 words and may be edited for the purpose of clarity and space. Relevant
photos as well as photo of the author may also be sent along with the article. Please
send your write-ups to editors@mos.com.np)
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